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Henderson, NV – HK Knives® has added the full size Incursion® out the front automatic to expand their line of utility 
driven knives. The Incursion offers an additional inch of blade length over the popular Mini Incursion to supplement 
more demanding cutting endeavors. The frame also supplies an extra 1.75” of holding real estate to accommodate 
the increased blade size. 
The Incursion renders a 0.125” thick 154CM stainless steel blade that is available in an all-new bayonet profile.  
This single edge blade style is the first of its kind in the HK arsenal, amplifying the Incursion’s bold and aggressive 
presence. The 3.9” blade is stone washed or finished with a black PVD coating, hand sharpened and honed   
to a keen edge.
A 6061-T6 anodized aluminum frame cases the blade with a sleek profile, providing minimum bulk during carry  
and without compromising overall strength. A double-action, ambidextrous trigger consistently deploys and retracts 
with impressive speed. For the all black model, Night Fision® has included a tritium infused trigger option for quick 
action in little to no light situations. The knife is completed with a carbide glass breaker, and a deep carry, 
reversible pocket clip. Available in matte black or grey frame configurations with an MSRP of $289.95 – 329.95. 
Heckler and Koch is a leading manufacturer of innovative military, law enforcement and civilian firearms.
They have partnered with Hogue Knives to produce a full line of USA made precision cutting instruments. 
HK automatic knives are only for sale to legally permitted users through authorized dealers. 
For more information, please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hkknives.com.
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Frame
Color

 
MSRPPar t #

54090 Bayonet Stone Tumbled Standard  Mat te B lack  $289.95

54092 Bayonet B lack PVD  S tandard  Mat te Grey   $309.95
  
54095 Bayonet B lack PVD  Tr i t ium In fused Mat te B lack  $329.95
  

54097 Bayonet Stone Tumbled Standard  Mat te Grey   $289.95
  

54096 Bayonet B lack PVD  S tandard  Mat te B lack  $309.95
  

Blade
Finish

 

OTF
Trigger
 

Blade
Style

 

SKELETONIZED POCKET CLIP
Reversible, deep carry stainless steel clip
allows for right or left handed preference.

CARBIDE GLASS BREAKER
Provides additional level of reliability and 
safety in emergency situations.

BLADE COMPOSITION
154CM stainless steel (0.125” thickness)
cryogenically heat treated to a hardness 
of 57–59 HRC. Available in bayonet blade 
profile, hand sharpened and honed edge.

SPECS
Blade length: 3.9”
Closed length: 5.7”
Overall length: 9.6”
Weight: 4.35 oz

OTF MECHANISM
Double action, ambidextrous automatic 
trigger deployment and retraction. 
Night Fision® tritium option available 
for all black model (54095).

ALUMINUM FRAME
CNC–machine engraved 
6061–T6 anodized aluminum, 
in matte grey or black variations.


